We present the optical and UV emission-line properties of 160 X-ray-selected active galactic nuclei (AGN) taken from the RIXOS survey (including Ha, H~, [Om] }'5"OO7, MgII A2798 and Cm] }'1909). This sample is believed to contain a mixture of absorbed and unabsorbed objects, with column densities up to ~4 X 10 21 cm -2. Although the distribution of the [0 m] ASOO7 EW for the RIXOS AGN is typical of optically selected samples, the Balmer line EWs are relatively low. This is consistent with the presence of a dust absorber between the broadand narrow-line regions (e.g. a molecular torus), and intrinsically weak: optical line emission. We find Baldwin effects in C m] }'1909 and Mg II A2798, and a positive response of the Mg II line to its ionizing continuum.
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The investigation and interpretation of the broad emission line properties of Seyferts and quasars is a complex task. Photoionization codes such as CLOUDY (Ferland 1993) and ION (Netzer 1993) have been successful at reproducing the observed ratios of many E. M. Puchnarewicz et al. the most likely physical means of line production in AGN. However, finding an appropriate structure and geometry for the broadline region (BLR) has been less straightforward.
Many different models have been proposed for the BLR structure, often invoking separate regions for the high-and lowionization lines (HILs and LILs respectively). For example, models based on the intensive NGC 5548 monitoring campaign (Clavel et al. 1991; Peterson et al. 1991) suggest that the HILs (e.g. Lya, C III], C IV, He I, He II) are emitted from an inner, roughly spherical high-ionization zone while the LILs (which include most of the Balmer lines and MgII) are emitted from an outer, flattened lowionization zone (Krolik et al. 1991; O'Brien, Goad & Gondhalekar 1994) . Alternatively, it has been proposed that the HILs are emitted from an outflow aligned with the radio axis, while the LILs come from a flattened region lying in a plane perpendicular to the outflow (e.g. Wills et al. 1993 ). In the Collin-Souffrin et al. (1988) model, the LILs are formed in the outer parts of an accretion disc while the HILs are produced in clouds of cooling gas behind shocks in a hypersonic flow of interstellar matter. The winds or envelopes of bloated stars have also been discussed as a possible origin of the BLR (e.g. Edwards 1980; Alexander & Netzer 1994; Baldwin et al. 1996) .
The viability of these models can be tested using the observed emission-line parameters of AGN, e.g. the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the line, its luminosity and equivalent width (EW). The proximity of the BLR to the ionizing continuum source suggests that much of the line emission is directed from the inner face of a BLR cloud towards the central source (Ferland et al. 1992) ; for certain geometries (e.g. disc-shaped regions) this introduces a degree of anisotropy into the model that may be reflected in the fluxes and EWs of the lines. The FWHM, assuming that they are dominated by velocity broadening, measure the lineof-sight component of the velocity of the line-emitting gas. If the BLR is flattened so that the dominant motion of the clouds lies in a plane, the observed FWHM will also be a function of the viewing angle (i.e. the angle between our line of sight and the axis of the BLR).
We have used a sample of 160 X-ray-selected AGN taken from the RIXOS survey (Mason et al., in preparation) to test models of the BLR geometry in Seyfert Is and quasars. The optica1!UV and X-ray continuum properties of the'RIXOS AGN are presented in Puchnarewicz et al. (1996a; hereafter Paper I) . In this paper we present the emission-line parameters of C III] A1909, MgII A2798, Ho:, H,8 and [Om] AS007 (see Section 2), and discuss sample properties and correlations for emission lines and continua (Sections 3 and 4). No redshift restriction has been placed on the sample, therefore the lines measured for each AGN depend on the redshift of that AGN. This effectively results in five smaller 'subsamples', one for each emission line, which are compared with other line and continuum parameters. The implications of the results for the structure of the BLR and the geometry of the central regions in AGN, taking into account the effects of absorption (which are expected to be significant; see Paper I), are discussed in Section 5.
DATA REDUCTION

The RIXOS Survey
The RIXOS survey is compiled from serendipitous sources detected in pointed observations made with the ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (pSPC: Pfeffermann et al. 1986 ). To be included in the survey, an observation must have an exposure time of at least 8 ks and it must have been taken at a Galactic latitude greater than 28°. Only sources within 17 arcmin of the centre of the field and with a flux greater than 3 x 10-14 erg cm-2 S-1 in the ROSAT 'hard' band (0.4-2.0 keY) are used; optical identification of survey sources is 94 per cent complete to this flux level over 15 deg 2 • In total, 160 broad-line AGN (i.e. including Seyfert Is to 1.9s and quasars) from the RIXOS survey are included in this analysis, covering a range in redshift from 0.03 to 2.92. Objects were included in this sample if they exhibited an unambiguous detection of redshifted line emission, and if the permitted line width was resolved and broad (i.e. with a FWHM ~ 1000 km s -1). At redshifts of around 1.0, the only strong line that falls within the observed range is Mg II, thus if only a single broad emission line was observed and the expected positions of H,8 and C m] were not covered by the spectrum, the line was assumed to be Mg II. At z-0.3-0.4 the only permitted line observed is H,8. If the H,8line is narrow then this object will have been classified as a narrow emission line galaxy CNELG). However, it is also possible that these objects may be Seyfert 1.9s or similar where the broad component of H,8 is suppressed or obscured. There are four RIXOS objects, classified as NELGs, which may be Seyfert 1.9s: F226_74, F254_6, F272_1O and F273_23; these are not included here but will be presented with other RIXOS NELGs in Romero-Colmenero et al. (in preparation) . Four AGN from the complete sample whose X-ray spectra were poorly determined have been excluded from this paper; emission-line data for a further six were not available, either because their redshift was too high to measure even C m], or because they were catalogue identifications for which the relevant data could not be found from other references. The full RIXOS source list including X-ray and optical positions, fluxes, etc., will be presented in a future paper (Mason et al., in preparation) .
Optical
The optical spectra were obtained over several observing runs with the Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) and the William Herschel Telescope (WHT) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma. Three different instruments were used, the Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) and the Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS) on the INT and the Intermediate-Dispersion Spectrograph and Imaging System (ISIS) on the WHT. The FOS spectra cover a range of 3500 to 10 000 A. with a resolution of 15-20A. FWHM in the red and 8-10 A. FWHM in the blue, while the IDS spectra cover the same range with a resolution of -10 A. FWHM. The ISIS spectra cover 3000 to 9000 A. with a resolution of 3-A. FWHM in the red and 2 A. in the blue. All spectra were taken using a narrow slit (typically -1-1.5 arcsec) which was positioned at the parallactic angle except where indicated in Table 2 . On average, the seeing was -1-1.5 arcsec.
Photometrically calibrated CCD images of 36 sources were also obtained at the INT, the Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT), and the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), and these were used to check for the amount of light typically lost around the narrow slit. For these AGN, the average ratio of flux measured from the CCD images to flux measured from the spectra was 1.2::!::0.1 (error on the mean). Objects where there was a strong galactic contribution to the CCD images were not included in the calculation of this ratio. Flux measurements from spectra where CCD images are available were corrected for any difference between spectral and CCD flux levels.
Where CCD images are not available, the flux measured from the spectrum was increased by the mean factor of 1.2.
Line parameters
Due to the redshift coverage of the sample and the limited observed wavelength range, not all of the five emission lines discussed here (i.e. Ha, H(3, [am] , MgII and Cm]) could be measured for all AGN. Effectively, this produces five subsamples, one for each line. There are 30 measurements ofHa, 71 measurements ofH(3 (plus 13 upper limits), 75 measurements of [am] AS007 (plus six upper limits), 127 measurements of Mg II (plus three upper limits) and 49 measurements of C m] (plus four upper limits).
Line fluxes, positions, rest-frame equivalent widths (EWs) and FWHM were measured from the spectrum by fitting one or more Gaussian profiles to each line. Where the emission line of interest was blended with other lines or blends (such as Fe II), additional Gaussians were used to model the contaminants. Where the line of interest could not be well represented by a single Gaussian profile, additional components were used. The continuum was modelled as a second-order polynomial in the fits. The FWHM of the lines are the FWHM of the best-fitting Gaussian model, while fluxes and EWs were measured directly from the spectrum after the fitted continuum and Gaussian model fluxes of any other contaminants had been subtracted. The FWHM have been deconvolved from the instrumental width.
Line luminosities were calculated assuming a value of 50 km s-I Mpc-I for the Hubble constant (Ho) and 0 for the deceleration parameter (qo: these values are assumed throughout this paper). Luminosities of sources for which CCD data were also available were explicitly corrected for any light lost around the slit; the remaining luminosities were increased by the mean correction factor of 1.2 (see Section 2.2). Line EWs, FWHM and luminosities are given in Table 1 .
In some cases, two Gaussian components were required to fit the profile of the permitted lines and data for the separate fits are given in Table 1 . For the optical lines (i.e. Ha and H(3), these have been assumed to represent emission from the broad-and narrow-line regions and are indicated 'b' and 'n' respectively in the table. For the UV lines (MgII and Cm]), an additional 'very broad' underlying component with a FWHM of -10 000 km s -I was sometimes observed; these are also given in Table 1 and indicated 'v' (the lower velocity component for the UV lines is assumed to come from the 'normal' BLR and is tagged 'b').
A particular problem in the measurement of emission-line parameters is that of line and continuum blending. Blends of Fe II can be strong throughout the optical and UV and especially around H(3, [am] and MgII. Modelling of the Fell such as that of Wills, Netzer & Wills (1985) , has been used by previous authors to both measure the Fe II blends themselves and to remove the Fe II features before measuring residual line and continuum features. Although we have not used such techniques here (as these require data with a very high signal-to-noise ratio), obvious blends around the H(3/[Om] and MgII regions have been removed in the fitting procedure before measuring the lines.
The Cm] line is often blended with AIm }'1857 and Sim] }'1892; Steidel & Sargent (1991) found that AIm }'1857 may contribute up to 12 per cent of the flux attributed to Cm], while the Si m] }'1892 component is not significant. The quality of the RIXOS spectra do not permit the reliable deblending of these features and we caution the reader of possible contamination in the line parameters presented here. © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 291, 177-202 Properties of RIXOS Balmer continuum and optical Fe II emission can also blend to produce a 'quasi'-continuum at around 3000 A (Wills et al. 1985) and this may affect measurements of the optical/UV spectral slope, aopt. This has been reduced by removing all absorption and emission features and regions with a very low signal-to-noise ratio before measuring aQPt. By also using the broadest wavelength range available (-5000 A in the observer frame), we have ensured that contamination in aopt by the Fe nlBalmer continuum has been minimized, although it may still affect AGN with very low z. or with z-I.9, where the Balmer continuum region falls at the extremes of the observed spectra.
Errors and upper limits
Errors on the fluxes, EW s and FWHM have been estimated by comparing parameters from repeated observations of the same AGN (i.e. to assess systematic errors) and by repeating measurements on the same spectrum (to assess uncertainties induced by the fitting techniques by, for example, the allowed extremes in continuum level). Typical errors are ±0.3 on the logarithm of the luminosity, ±0.3 on the logarithm of the EWand ±0.15 on the logarithm of the FWHM (except at FWHM < 2000 km s -I, which are less certain and have errors of -±0.25 dex). Parameters with larger errors than these are indicated by the superscript' u' in Table 1 (i.e. the value quoted is uncertain). Possible problems with the subtraction of contaminating Fe II and/or the Balmer continuum will add to the uncertainties. Also, additional errors should be considered on the logarithm of the line luminosities when individual lines are compared with the X-ray parameters, as these have been taken at a different epoch. The magnitude of such errors are difficult to quantify but, for example, the X-ray spectra of many AGN typically show flux variability of -± 50 per cent (Mushotzky, Done & Pounds 1993; Nicholson, Mittaz & Mason 1997) . While these errors are relatively high, the large number of AGN should allow a meaningful sample analysis to be made, none the less. Upper limits on line fluxes and EWs were calculated from the parameters of a Gaussian profile which was judged by eye to overestimate the emission from a 'true' line. The position of the Gaussian was fixed at the expected position of the line; the FWHM for upper limits on permitted lines was fixed to the width of the strongest permitted line detected in the same spectrum, while for [0 m] it was fixed at 1000 km s -I. Upper limits on EW s and luminosities are indicated by 'l' in Table 1 ; fixed FWHM are indicated by 'I'.
Continuum slopes and luminosities
The optical and X-ray continuum parameters of many AGN used in this sample have already been presented in Paper I, to which we refer the reader. Slopes and luminosities for objects not covered by Paper I are listed here in Table 2 , and have been derived in an identical manner. All power-law indices or slopes, a, have been defined such that F. ex: p-a.
We shall be describing much of the changes observed in the RIXOS optical and X-ray spectra in terms of the gradients of the continuum slopes. Different terminologies are commonly used in the literature for the slopes in the optical and the X-ray ranges, thus to avoid any confusion, we have adopted a single convention for both, i.e. using the terms 'soft' and 'hard'. A 'soft' slope falls towards high energies and has a relatively high energy index a (recalling here that the negative sign is implicit in our definition of a); in the optical region, a soft slope corresponds to a 'red'
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continuum. A 'hard' slope rises towards high energy and has a low or negative a; this corresponds to a 'blue' slope in the optical. To describe changes in slope, we will use the terms 'soften' (i.e. a increasing) and 'harden' (where a is decreasing).
Optical
The logarithms of the UV and optical continuum luminosities in the quasar rest-frame at 2500 and 5000 A. (~oo andLsooo respectively)
were calculated from the best-fitting power-law model fits to the spectra. Luminosities of sources for which CCD data were also available were explicitly corrected for any light lost around the slit; the remaining luminosities were increased by the mean correction factor of 1.2 (see Section 2.2). While Lsooo is only measured where the rest-frame flux at 5000 A. falls within the observed wavelength range, ~oo has been extrapolated where necessary from the powerlaw fits. Taking into account possible variability, light losses around the slit and errors on the power-law fits, we estimate that uncertainties on the logarithm of the optical and UV luminosities are typically -±0.3.
X-ray
The Position Sensitive Proportional Counter (pSPC) counts were divided into three bands [0.1 to 0.4 keY (channels 8 to 41); 0.5 to 0.9 keY (channels 52 to 90) and 0.9 to 2.0 keY (channels 91 to 201)] and these were combined to produce 'spectra' with three data points for each source. The spectra were fitted with single power-law models using the method described in Mittaz et al. (1997) , which finds the best fit by minimizing a Poissonian-based statistic. In the fits, the absorbing column density was fixed at the Galactic column (NHGaI) measured from the 2l-cm survey of Stark et al. (1992) . All instrumental effects, including vignetting, dead-time corrections and particle contamination, were folded into the fitting process. Mittaz et al. (1997) have demonstrated that this model provides a good fit to the data, reproducing the observed X-ray colours to within 10" in more than 90 per cent of cases, and within 30" for all AGN.
The logarithms of the X-ray luminosities at 0.2keV (Lo.2keV) and 2 keY (LzkeV) in erg s-1 Hz-I in the rest-frame of the quasar were calculated using the best-fitting power-law model for each © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 291,177-202 individual source. The ratios of UV (i.e. Lzsoo) to X-ray luminosity at 2.0 keY and 0.2 keY are parametrized using a ox (Tananbaum et al. 1979 ) and aos (Puchnarewicz et al. 1992) respectively. X-ray luminosities, power-law indices, a ox , aos and their 90 per cent errors are given in Table 2 and Paper I.
PROPERTIES OF THE RIXOS AGN SAMPLE
Number distributions of all optical and UV emission-line parameters for the RIXOS AGN (except the [Om] FWHM, which are unresolved) are plotted in Figs 1 and 2, while the distributions of redshift and of the optical/lN and X-ray continuum parameters are plotted in Fig. 3 . The median, mean, 0" (i.e. standard deviation on the mean) and error on the mean for all continuum and emissionline parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2 . Uncertain parameters (see Tables 1 and 2) were excluded from the distributions shown and from the sample statistics; source number 6 in field 273 was also excluded because of its unusual nature (see Section 4.5.1). Upper limits have not been taken into account. For the permitted lines where two components were fitted to the profile, only the 'broad' components where included in these calculations. Further details of the continuum properties for the RIXOS AGN may be found in Paper I.
Balmer lines
The mean Ha EW for the RIXOS AGN is 140±20A. (the error quoted is the standard error on the mean) which is lower than that which we calculate for the Stephens' (1989) sample of brighter X-ray-selected AGN (i.e. 233±23A.: see Fig. 1 ). The mean Ha FWHM of the RIXOS AGN is 31oo±4oo km S-I.
The mean RIXOS H,8 EW is 38±3A., which, like Ha, is lower than that which we calculate for the Stephens' (1989) sample (a mean of 77±7 A.). It is also lower than the mean for the optically selected Boroson & Green (1992;  hereafter BG) sample: 96 ± 4A. (see Fig. 1 ). Goodrich (1989) also noted that the H,8 EWs of X-rayselected AGN were lower than those of optically selected objects and suggested that this was related to the X-ray flux.
The mean H,8 FWHM is 3900±4oo km S-1 (excluding objects with poorly determined broad components; these are indicated with the superscript u in Table 1 ). This is similar to the mean for the BG E. M. Puchnarewicz et ai. (1) RIXOS field number (see Mason et al., in preparation) ; (2) RIXOS source number (Mason et al., in preparation) -the numberin brackets is the radius of the extraction circle used for the X-ray data (in arcsec) where it is less than 54 arcsec (see Paper I);
(3) the instrument with which the spectrum was taken -see Section 2.2; HB -Hewitt & Burbridge (1989; spectrum not taken); MSS -Gioia et al. (1984; spectrum not taken) (4) redshift; (5) Galactic column density (10 20 cm -2) -errors are -10 per cent (see also Paper I); (6) log of the monochromatic UV luminosity at 2500 A (erg s -1 Hz-I) -error is estimated to be -50 per cent (Section 2.3.l); (7) log of the monochromatic X-ray luminosity at 0.2 keY (erg S-1 Hz-I) -errors are calculated from the 90 per cent errors on the fits (paper I);
(8) log of the monochromatic X-ray luminosity at 2.0 keY (erg S-1 Hz-I) -errors are calculated from the 90 per cent errors on the fits (Paper I); (9) energy index of the best-fitting power law to the optical/UV continuum -error is estimated to be ±0.5 (Paper I); (10) energy index of the best-fitting power law to the X-ray data -errors are 90 per cent (Paper I); (11) and (12) for definitions see Section 2.3 -errors are calculated from the quoted errors on ~oo, 1.0.2 JreV and ~keV; iCCD image taken; W optical/UV continuum weak; P optical/UV power-law slope poor fit; ·X-ray power-law slope poor fit, data uncertain; np -spectrum nottaken at the parallactic angle; *F212_32 is a double quasar; the optical data have been measured from spectra of the individual components, but the components are not resolved in the PSPC image, thus ax is the slope for the total X-ray emission while the 1.o.2Jrev and ~Jrev for each component comprise one half of the total; ** F252_31 is the double quasar E0957 +561; the optical spectrum of only one component (from Puchnarewicz et al. 1992 ) was available and this was assumed to be the same for both. The components are not resolved in the X-ray image, thus ax is the slope for the total X-ray emission while the 1.o.2Jrev and ~Jrev for each component comprise one half of the total. The median, mean, u (i.e. standard deviation on the mean) and error on the mean have been calculated for the full sample used (excluding uncertain parameters), i.e. including those whose continuum parameters are given in Paper I.
sample, which we calculate to be 3800::!::200 km S-I (see Fig. 1 ), and suggests that although the H,8 emission is weak relative to the optical continuum, the velocity of the BLRs in the RIXOS AGN may be comparable to those of opti~ally selected AGN (although the H,8 FWHM may be lowered by the effects of absorption in the RIXOS AGN: see Section 4.5). The mean for the Stephens sample is 3200::!:: 200 km s -I, which is also similar to that of the RIXOS AGN.
[Om]
The mean EW of the [Om] emission in the RIXOS AGN is 29::!::3 A; this is similar to BG and slightly lower than Stephens, which have mean [Om] EWs of 24::!::3A and 44::!::8A respectively. All three samples are compared in Fig. 1 We have estimated the effect that absorption would have on the [0 III] EW distribution of the RIXOS AGN, using the X-ray continuum slope as a 'measurement' of the cold gas absorption and assuming a Galactic gas-to-dust ratio [i.e. where an E(B -V) of 1 corresponds to NH = 6 X 10 21 cm-2 : Ryter, Cesarsky & Audouze 1975; Gorenstein 1975] . Using the ax and redshift of each individual AGN, the cold gas column density was interpolated from the model curves shown in fig. 17 ionizing flux on the Balmer line region and the NLR is relatively low, or that the covering factors of these regions are low.
Mgu and Cm]
The mean Mg u EWs and FWHM for the RIXOS AGN are 37 ±3 A. and 4600±200 Ian S-1 respectively. The mean EW is similar to that which we calculate for the Steidel & Sargent (1991;  hereafter SS91) sample of radio-loud and radio-quiet objects (34±2A.). The mean FWHM is similar to that of Brotherton et al. (1994;  hereafter B94) who found a mean of 4440±200 Ian S-1 (the B94 sample is drawn from SS91). Thus there appear to be no overall differences in the EW s and FWHM of the Mg II line, compared with the general AGN population (this is also borne out in Fig. 2) , The mean Cm] EW for the RIXOS AGN is 22±3A.; this is similar to those of the Green (1996) sample (16.5±L9A.) and the SS91 sample (18.2±O.7 A.: see Fig. 2 ). The mean FWHM of the C m] emission in the RIXOS AGN is 6300±400 Ian s -1, which is similar to that of the radio-quiet objects in the B94 sample (6880±340 Ian S-I: the mean Cm] FWHM of the radio-loud AGN in the B94 sample was significantly lower, i.e. 4990±31O Ian S-I) and to the UV-bright sample of Green (1996) where the mean Cm] FWHM was 6340±520 Ian s-I, Like MgII, then, the C III] strengths and widths are similar to those of the AGN population as a whole.
CORRELATIONS
In this section, we search for relationships between the various line and continuum parameters, using the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient, which is a non-parametric method insensitive to outlying points. Results of the correlation analysis between line parameters and continuum slopes and luminosities are given in Coefficients and probabilities between two different luminosities have been calculated after correction for redshift(see Section 4). Percentages are not given where there were fewer than seven data pairs. Percentages are not given where there were fewer than seven data pairs. where appropriate. Also excluded were (1) data taken from the literature; (2) weak optical continua or optical continua that were poorly fitted by a simple power-law model; and (3) X-ray data for sources that lay less than 30 arcsec away from a neighbouring X-ray source. Where two components are given for the emission lines in Table 1 , only the broad components (i.e. those indicated b in Table  1 ) have been used.
One problem in searching for correlations in flux-limited samples of this kind is that luminosities are dominated by the correction for the distance to the quasar, so that the lines and continua of lowredshift objects have low luminosities while parameters of high-z objects tend to have high luminosities. This usually results in very strong correlations between luminosities of different parameters (lines and continua) and may not reflect a real dependence. In order to correct for this, when comparing parameters that are both luminosities, each pair of parameters is divided by a factor that is appropriate to the redshift of that object. The factor used is the restframe luminosity calculated for a flux of lxlO-15 ergcm-2 S-1 measured in the frame of the observer (arbitrarily chosen to match the observed flux typically measured in the optical emission lines).
When comparing opticaIJUV properties with X-ray parameters, . it must be borne in mind that these optical data are not simultaneous with the X-ray observations and the optical data are not photometric, although efforts have been made to correct for this (see Section 2.2). While these effects should average out over the large sample used here, they will introduce an additional degree of scatter into quantities such as a ox that are calculated from both optical and X-ray spectra. Correlations between separate opticaIJUV and X-ray parameters may also have an additional element of scatter for these reasons.
Continuum luminosities
All emission-line luminosities are strongly correlated (>99 per cent) with the opticaIJUV continuum luminosities, L5000 and ~oo. The H{3, [01II] and MgII luminosities are also strongly correlated with ~keV (>99 per cent); there is a weaker (98 per cent) correlation for C m], but for Ha the Peorr with ~keV is only 88 per cent. Correlations between the H{3 luminosity and the opticall UV and X-ray continuum luminosities have been reported in previous samples (e.g. Kriss & Canizares 1982; Blumenthal, Keel & Miller 1982; Stephens 1989; Laor et al. 1997) .
There are weak correlations between the H{3 and Mg II luminosities and the soft X-rays at 0. Given that the intrinsic spectrum of AGN is expected to peak in the largely unmeasureable EUV (which provides much of the ionizing photon flux), the luminosity at 0.2 keY should be most closely related to the strength of the broad emission lines (except perhaps for Mg IT which is produced by 0.6-0.8 keY photons: Krolik & Kallman 1988 ), yet all of the lines have the weakest dependence on Lo.2keV (i.e. compared to Lsooo, ~500 and ~kev). In Paper I we suggested that the RIXOS AGN sample has a large proportion of moderately absorbed AGN with column densities of the order of © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 291, 177-202
Properties of RIXOS AGN -II 189 10 21 cm-2 . Columns of this size will greatly modify Lo.2keV but will have a much lesser effect on the opticaIJUV lines and continuum. Since our measurement of Lo.2keV has not been corrected for any intrinsic absorption, we would not then expect it to be a reliable indicator of the strength of the local ionizing flux and thus the observed line and 0.2-keV luminosities would tend not to be related. While there is only a weak dependence of the Ha luminosity on ~keV' there is a strong correlation between the EW of Ha and ~ keV, suggesting a relationship between the strength of Ha relative to the local optical continuum and the strength of the hard X-ray power-law. The MgII and Cm] EWs are anticorrelated with the local UV continuum luminosity (i.e. ~500): this is the 'Baldwin effect' (see Figs 4a and b, and Section 4.3) . There are also anticorrelations between the Mg IT and C m] EW s and a ox ( Fig. 4c and  d) ; these may be induced by the strong ~500 versus a ox correlation for those objects, however since the measurements of a ox have additional scatter (see Section 4), a primary correlation between the Mg II and C III] EWs and a ox is also possible.
Line-line correlations
All of the line luminosities are strongly correlated with each other (the correlation between LHa and LMgn is relatively weak but is calculated from only seven data pairs). In Table 4(a), it can be seen that for the Ha, H{3 and [0 III] lines, their EWs are strongly correlated with their own luminosities. This is discussed further in Section 4.3 which addresses the evidence for Baldwin effects in the RIXOS AGN emission lines.
FWHM-EW correlations
Relationships between the FWHM and the EW of AGN emission lines have been reported previously; a correlation has been observed in H{3 (Osterbrock 1977; Gaskell 1985; Osterbrock & Pogge 1985; Goodrich 1989 : we also find a Peorr=99.8 per cent correlation in the radio-quiet quasars from the BG sample) while anticorrelations are seen in Lya and C IV Al549 (Francis et al. 1992; Wills et al. 1993 ).
In the case ofH{3, Gaskell (1985) suggested that this is evidence for radiative acceleration of the line-emitting clouds; the EW s are low because the cloud density is high [log(Ne) > lOcm-3 : this suppresses Balmer line emission) and the cloud velocity is low because the denser clouds experience a weaker radiative acceleration. Osterbrock & Pogge (1985) suggested instead that the lower velocity Balmer line regions have a smaller covering factor.
For Lya and CIV A1549, Francis et al. (1992) and Wills et al. (1993) demonstrated that the anticorrelation is due to the dominance of a changing core component relative to invariant underlying wings. As the core component grows, the EW increases while the FWHM falls. Two models have been proposed to explain this: (1) a two-phase region of the BLR, i.e. a 'very broad-line region' which emits the broad base of the lines and an 'intermediate-width emission-line region' from which the line core originates (Francis et al. 1992; Wills et al. 1993) ; and (2) a 'bipolar' model for the BLR where HILs come from a bipolar outflow and LILs from a disc-shaped region (Wills et al. 1993 : although this latter model is intended to apply to radio-loud objects which are believed to have a well-defined axis).
For the RIXOS AGN, we find a strong correlation between the EWand the FWHM of Mg II (see Fig. 5a ), i.e. in the same sense as that seen in the low-ionization Balmer lines. A weak (90 per cent) correlation in Mg II was also seen by B94. There is no evidence for any relationship between the FWHM and EW of C III] in the RIXOS 
Other line-line correlations
For Mg II, in addition to the FWHM-EW relationship, there is also a weaker (96 per cent) correlation between the FWHM and the line luminosity, thus it is conceivable that these dependences may have been induced by the improper subtraction of underlying Fe II (see Section 2.2.1). However, there is no relationship between the luminosity (or the flux) of the MgII line and its EW; there is also a large degree of scatter in the LMgn-FWHM correlation (see Fig. 5b ). Neither does the luminosity-FWHM dependence seem to be related to the Baldwin effect in Mg II; there is no correlation between the MgII FWHM and ~500. Rather, it implies that when the line is broad it is strong with respect to the local continuum and its luminosity tends to be high; firm conclusions can only be drawn from higher signal-to-noise ratio spectra, however. B94 have reported an anticorrelation between the Mg rrlC rn] flux ratio and the C rn] FWHM in their sample of 85 quasars, but none between the Mg rrlC rn] flux ratio and the Mg II FWHM. For the RIXOS AGN we find the opposite, i.e. a strong correlation between the MgrrlCrn] flux ratio and the MgII FWHM but none for the Crn] FWHM. Using the B94 data, we find that the correlation between the Mg rrlC rn] flux ratio and the C rn] FWHM is very strong in the radio-loud objects but not seen in the radio-quiet AGN. Since we expect that the RIXOS AGN are predominantly radio quiet, this may account for the discrepancy between the two samples for MgrrlCrn] versus Crn] FWHM. The correlation between this flux ratio and the Mg II FWHM in the RIXOS AGN may be induced by the dependence of LMgn on MgII FWHM.
The Baldwin eiTect
The 'Baldwin effect' is a term describing the anticorrelation of the EW of a line with the continuum luminosity and was originally discovered in Clv}"1549 (Baldwin 1977) . We find evidence of a Baldwin effect in MgII and C rn] (withPcorr>99.9 per cent and 99.3 per cent respectively; see Figs 4a and b). SS91 also found Baldwin effects in Mg II and C rn]; in both lines the effect was stronger in the radio-loud subsample (i.e. when compared to the radio-quiet one). There is no evidence of a Baldwin effect in the optical lines of the RIXOS AGN (i.e. Ho:, H.8 and [0 rn]).
One might expect that the effects of absorption would reduce any Baldwin effects in a sample, because while the UV continuum luminosity (Le. ~500) would be reduced by any dust absorption, the EWs would remain unchanged. However, for a typical column density expected for the RIXOS AGN (-102 1 cm-2 : Paper I), the difference in ~500 is only -0.4 dex (for a Galactic dust-to-gas ratio), which is small compared with the scatter on the data (see Fig. 4a ). Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to expect the Baldwin effect to remain significant in a sample of moderately absorbed AGN such as this.
The Baldwin effect arises because there is a tight correlation between the luminosity of an emission line and the luminosity of its local continuum. We can demonstrate this by fitting a linear slope to the line versus continuum luminosity data (in log-log space) and using the gradient as a measure of the relative rate of change in the line luminosity. For example in Fig. 6(a) , Lcm] is plotted as a function of the continuum at the position of C m] (i.e. at 1909 A.). A straight line fitted to these data (taking mto account the errors) gives a gradient ofO.8±0.1, i.e. the line luminosity increases more slowly than the continuum, so a plot of EW (the ratio of the line to continuum luminosities) versus continuum data should show an anticorrelation with a gradient of --0.2. Indeed the 10g(C m] EW) versus continuum data are strongly anticorrelated; a straight line fitted to the data has a gradient of -0.3±0.1 (Fig. 6b ). Note in Fig.  6 ( c) the lack of a significant correlation between the C m] EW and the Cm] luminosity. Repeating this for Hex, we calculate a gradient of 1.3 ±0.3 for the LIla versus Hex continuum data, i.e. the Hex luminosity increases Jaster than the local continuum. In this case we might expect a correlation between the Hex EWand the continuum (i.e. an 'inverse' Baldwin effect) but none is actually seen. However, there is a strong correlation between the Hex EW and the Hex luminosity which suggests that the line luminosity (rather than the continuum) has the strongest influence on the behaviour of the EW. The Cm] EW plotted against its own luminosity -there is no significant correlation between these two parameters.
continuum that produces the line emission. The photons primarily responsible for producing Hex and H,8 lie in the 13.6-54.4 eVand 0.3-0.8 keY ranges, for C m] the Lyman continuum (13.6-24.5 eV) is most important, while Mg II requires photons with energies between 0.6 and 0.8 keY (Krolik & Kallman 1988) . Thus the detection of Baldwin effects in C m] and Mg II suggests that the UY continuum is strongly related to the EUY and soft X -rays, while the lack of Baldwin effects in the optical lines implies that the optical continuum is less so. This is to be expected since the UV and soft X-ray continua are probably dominated by the same component, i.e. the big blue bump (BBB: Walter & Fink 1993; Laor et al. 1994 Laor et al. , 1997 Fiore et al. 1995 ; Paper I), while emission from the host galaxy (and perhaps an optical power-law component) becomes more significant at longer wavelengths, so that the optical continuum at A2::5OO0 A. is less likely to be as strongly related to the strength of the BBB.
We can measure the direct response of one of the emission lines given in this paper to its ionizing continuum: Mg II is produced primarily by 0.6-0.8 keY photons which fall within the range of the PSPC data. A straight line fitted to a plot of LMgn versus the 0.7-keV luminosity (calculated from the best-fitting power-law models to the X-ray data) has a slope of 1.2±0.1, i.e. the line luminosity increases faster than that of its ionizing continuum, but more slowly than its local continuum. This could be due to the effects of absorption, removing more of the ionizing continuum flux than the local continuum. However, for a Galactic dust-to-gas ratio and assuming the dereddening curves of Cardelli et al. (1989) , we find that the dust removes more light at 2800A. [60 per cent for an E(B -V) of 0.17] than an 'equivalent' column of cold gas removes at 0.7 keY (40 per cent for NH = 10 21 cm-2 ). It may be that the dustto-gas ratio is lower than the Galactic value in the RIXOS AGN, or this may indicate a non-linear relationship between the strength of Mg II and its soft X-ray ionizing continuum. Measurements of LMg n and the 0.7 -keY luminosity in a sample of unabsorbed AGN would provide clearer evidence of this.
Balmer decrement
If absorption does have a major influence on properties of the sample, i.e. hardening ax and softening aopt, then one might also expect to see its effects on other parameters, for example on the Balmer decrement (as measured by the Ha/H{3 flux ratio). If it can be assumed that the case B recombination value for the Balmer decrement always applies, then the intrinsic ratio will be -3. Any dust extinction along the line of sight will preferentially absorb the optical spectrum at shorter wavelengths, thus the Balmer decrement increases with the amount of dust.
The Balmer decrements are plotted as a function of the X-ray spectral index, ax, in Fig. 7 . There is no formal correlation between these parameters using the Spearman test, although the mean Balmer decrement for the RIXOS AGN is 5±1 (lu standard deviation, neglecting uncertain values for H(3), suggesting some degree of dust absorption present in the sample. Using the reddening curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) and assuming a Galactic dustto-gas ratio, we find a typical NH from the RIXOS AGN Balmer decrements of -0-2 x 10 21 cm -2 (i.e. for those AGN with both Ha and H{3 measurements: 23 objects). This is consistent with the continuum modelling of Paper I, where we found column densities up to -3 X 10 21 cm-2 •
Continuum slopes
Balmer line FWHM
The relationships between Balmer line FWHM and opticallUV and X-ray slopes are plotted in Fig. 8 . The object with the broadest FWHM which lies away from the main distributions is source number 6 in field 273 (i.e. F273_oo6), a radio-quiet AGN with double-peaked Balmer lines (Puchnarewicz, Mason & Carrera 1996b) . The incidence of double-peaked line emission is very rare in radio-quiet AGN and may indicate that the nature of this object is quite different from the general popUlation, e.g. it may contain two BLRs each orbiting its own supermassive black hole in a binary system, or the line emission may be formed in opposing jets or radiation cones.
X-ray spectral slope and Balmer line FWHM
Although strong relationships between the H{3 FWHM and the soft X-ray spectrum have been observed in other samples of AGN, we have found no similar dependence in the RIXOS AGN (Fig. 8a) . Puchnarewicz et al. (1992) found a tendency for ultrasoft X-ray AGN to have narrow Balmer lines, while Laor et al. (1994 Laor et al. ( , 1997 reported a strong anticorrelation between ax and the FWHM of H{3 for their sample of PG quasars (although they reported none for Ha). Boller, Brandt & Fink (1996; hereafter BBF) showed that narrow-line Seyfert Is (NLSls -Seyfert galaxies whose permitted lines are broader than the forbidden lines, yet have FWHM of less than 2000 km S-I: Osterbrock & Pogge 1985) tend to have soft X-ray spectral slopes. They also demonstrated that there seem to be no AGN with both broad H{3 FWHM and soft 0.2-2 keY spectra. We combine the Laor et al. (1997) and BBF results on H{3 with the RIXOS AGN in Fig. 9 . All of the measured FWHM for the RIXOS sample, including 'uncertain' values for the FWHM, are shown. The RIXOS data extend to harder values of ax but are largely consistent with the BBF sample at softer slopes, ax;;:: I. The Laor et al. data are consistent with both samples. Together, these data seem to confirm a lack of lines with broad FWHM at soft ax, rather than a true anticorrelation between the two quantities. Note that none of the RIXOS AGN that have an ax harder than 0.5 (where presumably the absorption is greatest) also had a well-defined H{3 line. These objects tend to have weak H{3 lines whose broad components are difficult to discern. An intrinsic anticorrelation in H{3 may thus be diluted by the effects of absorption, which suppress the broad component of the H{3 line, artificially narrowing the overall profile (this assumes that the absorption only affects the broad-line component of the emission lines and not the narrow component).
A search for an anticorrelation between ax and the Balmer line FWHM in absorbed AGN may best be made using Ha rather than Properties of RIXOS . . There is some indication (Peem: = 91 per cent) of an anticorrelation between the FWHM of Ha and the X-ray spectral index, ax (in the sense that objects with narrow lines have softer X -ray spectra and vice versa: see Fig. 8c ). This is in the same sense as the correlation between H,8 FWHM and ax seen in AGN with soft X-ray spectra by Laor et al. (1994 Laor et al. ( , 1997 . 4\ " • • outliers with a x <-0.5 and Ha FWHM<5500 km·s-I reduces Peorr to 83 per cent, while remaining visually suggestive_of an anticorrelation. Recalling that the slope of the X-ray spectrum in the RlXOS AGN is thought to be a mean indicator of the level of the absorption, an inverse dependence ofHa FWHM on ax would then suggest that when the absorption is low, so that we have an unobscured line of sight to the nucleus (and ax is soft), the velocity of the Balmer line emitting region is relatively low, and rises as the absorption increases. Absorption in the BBF and Laor et al. (1997) samples is unlikely to be the cause of this apparent dependence, however, as these AGN generally have a much softer ax and suffer less from the effects of absorption. The relationship between H,8 FWHM and ax seen in the BBF and Laor et al. samples is more likely to be related to the intrinsic strength of the soft X-ray component (see e.g. BBF for a review); the differences between these and the RlXOS sample are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6.1.
Optical slope and Balmer line FWHM
We find a strong correlation (Peorr = 99 per cent) between the H,8 FWHM and the slope of the optical continuum, in the sense that AGN with harder optical/UV spectra have broader line widths, and vice versa. However, when we combine the H,8 FWHM and aopt values from other samples with the RlXOS AGN, the correlation disappears: see Fig. 11 , where we compare the RlXOS data with the Laor et al. (1997) and Puchnarewicz et al. (1992) samples.
In the optical/UV part of the spectrum, the continuum slope softens (reddens) as the amount of absorption increases, thus in a situation analagous to that for ax, the FWHM of the broad H,8 components will be most difficult to measure in sources with the softest aopt. This selection effect is reflected in Fig. 11 , which shows an overall lack of broad H,8 lines when aopt is soft. On the strength of the data shown in Fig. 11 , we conclude that there is probably no dependence between H,8 FWHM and a opt in AGN in general. RlXOS AGN with poor measurements of the Hi3 FWHM are plotted as crosses.
Other line correlations with continuum slope
There are weak (Pcorr = 98 per cent) anticorrelations between the H~ and [0 m] luminosities and the slope of the optical continuum (a opt ), although these may be induced by the Pcorr>99.995 per cent correlation between aopt and ~500 (~500 is also strongly correlated with LH/3 and L[om])' The Mg II luminosity shows a correlation with aos and a weaker dependence on a ox , although these may be induced by strong correlations (>99.995 per cent) between ~oo and aos and between ~oo and a ox for AGN with measured Mg' II emission. This is also true for Lcm]' The Mg II EW is strongly anticorrelated with a ox : see Section 4.1.
DISCUSSION
Understanding the production of emission lines in AGN is a complex task and many different factors must be taken into account, including the physical conditions and geometry of the line-emitting gas (e.g. density, temperature, opacity, distance from the ionizing source, distribution of the gas), the nature of the incident continuum (e.g. intensity, spectral shape and degree of anisotropy) and the effects of possible orientation dependence in any assumed AGN model.
The RIXOS sample
When considering the properties of the RIXOS AGN in the context of BLR models, the exact nature of the sample must be taken into account. The RIXOS AGN are X-ray selected and drawn from medium-deep (>8 ks) observations made with the ROSAT PSPC, so with this sample we are probing the relatively faint X-ray-emitting population, i.e. AGN with an observed flux of> 3 x 10-14 erg S-1 (between 0.4 and 2.4 keY). The use of the ROSAT 'hard' band (i.e. above 0.4 ke V) means that the sample is insensitive to the properties of any soft X-ray excess (which dominates at lower energies, e.g. Pravdo et al. 1981; Arnaud et al. 1985; Turner & Pounds 1989; Puchnarewicz et al. 1992) . One consequence of this is that the mean ax for the RIXOS AGN (ax = 1.07±0.63: Mittaz et al. 1997 ) is significantly harder than that of samples selected using softer X-rays (e.g. for Walter & 'Fink 1993, the mean ax is 1.50±0.48) or by UV-excess methods (for the Laor et al. 1997 sample ofPG quasars, the mean ax is 1.63±0.07). Another is that AGN whose PSPC spectra are dominated by a very soft X-ray excess (see e.g. Puchnarewicz et al. 1995; BBF) have been selected against in the RIXOS AGN sample.
By ignoring the spectrum below 0.4 keY, this sample can also encompass AGN4with moderate amounts of intrinsic absorption by cold gas (i.e. witIt;colunm densities, NH, of a few times 10 21 cm-2 ).
In Paper I, where ire considered the properties of the opticallUV and X-ray continua of the RIXOS AGN, we concluded that this is a sample of objects whose intrinsic spectra are absorbed by cold gas and dust with NH in the range 0 to -3 X 10 21 cm-2 • This is an important result because it implies that for the sample overall, correlations between the opticallUV and X-ray parameters may not necessarily be indicative of intrinsic dependences but rather of a reflection of the level of absorption by dust in the opticallUV and by cold gas in the soft X-rays.
In the following discussion, we assess the results presented in this paper in the context of present models for the physical nature of the BLR, bearing in mind the significance of possible absorption by gas and dust and its effect on observed correlations. 5.2 Models of BLR geometry
Properties of RIXOS
Recently, significant progress in characterizing the geometry of the BLR has been made with the reverberation-mapping of the BLRs in nearby Seyferts (see e.g. Peterson 1993 and references therein) . This technique has prompted many changes to the original 'staD.dard' model of the BLR (Davidson & Netzer 1979; Kwan & Krolik 1981) , where cold line-emitting clouds are pressure confined by a hot, intercloud medium and HILs and LILs are emitted from different parts of the same cloud. Some of the latest models, which are based on the intensive NGC 5548 monitoring campaign (Clavel et al. 1991; Peterson et al. 1991) , s,uggest that the HILs and LILs are emitted from spatially distinct regions; an inner, roughly spherical high-ionization zone and an outer, flattened low-ionization zone (Krolik et al. 1991; O'Brien, Goad & Gondhalekar 1994) .
Other models include those of Wills et al. (1993) who proposed two possible geometries largely based on FWHM -EW correlations (see Section 4.2.1). The first is the existence of an 'intermediatewidth emission-line region' (lLR) and a 'very broad-line region' (VBLR) in addition to the usual NLR; the ILR is effectively a higher velocity (-2000 km S -1), higher density extension of the NLR. A similar 'transition line region' was suggested by van Groningen & de Bruyn (1989) based on asymmetries and broad components in the ~ and [Om] lines of bright Seyfert 1 nuclei (see also Mason, Puchnarewicz & Jones 1996) . The VBLR has a high density, lies closer to the central black hole and has velocities of -7000 km s -1. It emits a relatively invariant broad component while the ILR produces a more dynamic 'core'; differences in the relative proportions of these features cause the observed correlations. The second Wills et al. (1993) model, the 'bipolar' model (more appropriate for radio-loud AGN), invokes HILs from a bipolar outflow while the LILs come from a flattened ensemble of dense clouds; in this case the correlations are a consequence of orientation effects.
Emission-line strengths
Beginning with the strengths of the optical and UV emission lines, we now examine the overall properties of the RIXOS AGN with respect to models of AGN geometry, and taking into account the possible effects of absorption.
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we found that the strengths of the Balmer lines (luminosities and EWs) are low relative to optically selected AGN, whereas the EWs of [Om] are comparable with optically selected samples. The EWs of Cm] and MgII are also typical of other AGN (see Section 3.3). We consider whether these results may be explained in a geometry similar to the 'unified model' of AGN (e.g. Antonucci 1993), a cross-section through which is illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Broad-line region
The broad-line regions (including the HIL and broad Balmer line region) lie within the molecular torus. If they are seen at viewing angles that pass through the torus, the line and continuum luminosities will be reduced by the same factor, so that the EWs should remain unchanged relative to face-on orientations (this assumes that the opticallUV continuum is also emitted from within the torus, and that the line and continuum emission is isotropic). While this appears to be true for the UV lines (whose EWs are 'normal' compared with other AGN), the Balmer lines have relatively low EW s: this implies that the Balmer line fluxes are intrinsically weak. surround the inner regions, if the molecular torus is optically thick, then only clouds that do not lie in the shadow of the torus will be illuminated by the nucleus.
When an AGN is viewed at angles close to face-on so that the nucleus is unobscured, ax is soft and the broad components of the Balmer lines are narrow. As the viewing angle increases, the soft X-rays are absorbed, hardening ax, while the line-of-sight velocity of the Balmer line-emitting regions increases (i.e. the FWHM increase). Cm] and Mgn, which are emitted from the spherical HIL region, show no dependence ofFWHM on ax.
The reason for this may be systematic differences in the shape of the ionizing continuum incident on the BLR between X -ray-and non-X-ray-selected AGN. An important point is that the photons most directly linked to the production of ern] and Mg II are different from those for Ha and H,8 (KroJik & Kallman 1988; see also Section 4.3) . ern] responds to relatively low-energy EUY photons (13.6-24.5 eV) and Mg II to soft X-rays (600-800 e V). The Balmer lines also respond to these energies, but also to photons that reach further into the EUY at low and high energies (i.e. up to 54.4 eVand also from 300-600 eV), i.e. they will be more sensitive to the relative peak flux of the big bump component. Thus if the big bumps are relatively weak in X-rayselected AGN, then the Ha and H,8lines will also be weak, but ern] and Mg II could be less strongly affected.
Narrow-line region
While NLR-type gas clouds may completely surround the torus, only those that lie in the cone of ionizing light defined by the torus will emit the narrow lines observed (see Fig. 12 ). Furthermore, because the NLR is probably greatly extended relative to the torus, our viewing angle to the NLR is expected to have little effect on the observed narrow-line flux (but see Baker 1997 for evidence of possible anisotropies in [Om] emission). Thus when an AGN is observed at viewing angles that pass through the torus, the optical continuum will be low but the [0 m] emission should be unaffected, and NLR EWs in absorbed AGN should be relatively high compared with unobscured samples. Based on absorption columns for the RlXOS AGN derived from the modelling in Paper I, we estimate that the mean [0 m] EW for this sample should be twice that of an unabsorbed sample of AGN (Section 3.2). However, the EWs of the RlXOS AGN are typical of optically selected objects. This may be because the [Om] ionizing flux is also relatively low for the RlXOS AGN as discussed in Section 5.3.1. The observed [0 m] EW s would then be reduced, effectively counteracting the effects of absorption by the torus.
Emission-line response to the continuum
The presence of Baldwin effects in ern] andMgII show (a) that the UY continuum luminosity is related to the EUY/soft X-ray luminosities (i.e. the ionizing continua of these lines); and (b) that the luminosities in both lines increase more slowly than that of their local (UY) continua. Several mechanisms have been proposed as the cause of the Baldwin effect; the following assume dependences on luminosity, e.g. as the luminosity increases then either (1) the ionization parameter (which describes the number of available ionizing photons per atom or ion) decreases (Mushotzky & Ferland 1984) ; (2) the shape of the ionizing continuum softens (Schultz 1992; Zheng & Malkan 1993) ; or (3) the BLR cloud density decreases (Rees et al. 1989) . Also, Shields, Ferland & Peterson (1995) proposed that the non-linear response of the emission lines to the continuum flux is due to a mixture of optically thick and thin clouds in the BLR.
Although the actual ionizing continuum of e m] lies in the EUY and thus cannot be measured directly, the ionizing continuum of Mg II, which lies between 0.6 and 0.8 keY, has been observed for the RlXOS AGN, so that we are able to determine the response of the MgII to changes in its ionizing flux. A linear fit to a plot of LMgn versus 0.7 -keV luminosity indicates that the luminosity of the line is increasing faster than its ionizing continuum. This favours models that propose changes in the physical conditions of the line-emitting gas, rather than changes in the continuum shape (and a linear line response) for the cause of the Baldwin effect, at least in Mg II.
We could find no evidence of a Baldwin effect in the Balmer lines or [Om] (see Section 4.4), suggesting that the luminosity in the EUY/soft X-ray regions is not strongly correlated with the optical continuum (i.e. at A;;::5000A). This may be due to the effects of galactic contamination which are more significant at longer wavelengths. With the UY line responses, these results are consistent with the presence of a single component that dominates throughout the optical/UV to soft X-rays and we identify that component with the big bump.
FWHM-EW correlations
Evidence regarding the structure of the BLR may be found from relationships between the EWs and FWHM of the emission lines. For example, in the RIXOS AGN we find strong evidence (Pcorr>99 per cent) for a correlation between the FWHM and EW of Mg II. Reports of similar correlations for H{3 have also been made, while anticorrelations have been observed in Lya and CIV A1549 (see Section 4.2.1). Thus while relationships between FWHM and EW seem to be typical of several different emission lines, the actual nature of the relationship depends on whether the lines are of a highor low-ionization species, Le. in general there is an anticorrelation in the HILs and a correlation in the LlLs.
In the case of the HILs, Wills et al. (1993) proposed that the emission lines have two components, one relatively constant component from the VBLR and a more dynamic 'core' from the lLR (a similar model was proposed by Francis et al. 1992) . Essentially, as the core increases relative to the broad underlying component, the EW increases but the line becomes narrower at half maximum, leading to the observed anticorrelation. The LlLs generally have lower velocities than the HILs, thus they are more likely to dominate in the lLR. However, an opposite dependence is seen in the LlLs [Ha, MglI (this paper: see Section 4.2.1) and H{3 (Osterbrock 1977; Gaskell 1985; Osterbrock & Pogge 1985; Goodrich 1989) ]; this suggests an intrinsic correlation between the EW and FWHM of lines emitted from the lLR.
Thus the implications of the various FWHM-EW correlations in the context of the VBLRIlLR model suggest (1) that the HIL emission originates mostly from the VBLR with an additional component from the lLR; (2) that the LlL emission is emitted mostly from the lLR; (3) that the VBLR component is relatively invariant and shows no dependence between the FWHM and EW; and (4) that the lLR component is much more dynamic and exhibits an intrinsic correlation between the velocity of the gas that comprises it and the strength of the lines it emits (Le. the lines are narrow when their EW is low).
To test whether such a scheme can reproduce the observed dependences in the HILs and LlLs, we have constructed a simple model of an emission line which is made up of two components (i.e. from an lLR and a VBLR), and measured the FWHM and EW as the relative contribution of each change. Each individual component is represented by a Gaussian. The VBLR component has a FWHM of 7000 km s -1 and its peak flux is constant. The peak flux in the lLR component varies from 0 to 10 times that of the VBLR; its FWHM increases linearly with the peak flux, from 1000 km S-1 to 4000 km s-t, i.e. in this model we are assuming an intrinsic correlation between the strength and the FWHM of a line in the lLR. © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 291, Properties of RIXOS A composite model profile is constructed over a range of lLR to VBLR flux ratios and the FWHM and total flux are measured for each. The resulting FWHM of the composite profile as a function of the lLR to VBLR flux ratio is shown in Fig. 13(b) (the model FWHM is plotted as a function of EW in Figs 13c and d ; for a constant continuum flux, the EW is linearly dependent on the lLRlVBLR flux ratio). When the VBLR flux is strong, the changing relative contribution from the lLR component dominates the change in profile and an anticorrelation is observed. Then as the lLR flux increases, the VBLR component is less important and the underlying correlation between the line strength and its FWHM is dominant. Thus this model can simultaneously satisfy the FWHM-EW dependences observed in CIV A1549, Lya, Mgrr and the Balmer lines.
Line strength and velocity in the 1LR
The correlation between the EW and FWHM of H{3 was suggested by Gaskell (1985) to be due to radiative acceleration of the lineemitting clouds. For this model, AGN with weak and narrow Balmer lines have relatively high-density LlL clouds. The model decouples line FWHM from its dependence on the angle of the line of sight, and argues against orientation as the cause of the FWHMax correlations. However, intermediate-dispersion spectroscopy of the narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy RE 11034+396 suggests that, for this AGN at least, it is more likely that the low-velocity lineemitting gas has a relatively low, rather than high, density, when compared with more typical AGN (Mason et al. 1996) .
Alternatively, Osterbrock & Pogge (1985) proposed that the dependence of H{3 FWHM on EW may be due to a smaller cloud covering factor (i.e. leading to a lower line flux) when the lines have low velocity. A low-velocity, weakly emitting LlL region could be a consequence of a more distant outer BLR that also has a smaller covering factor. Such a model supports a relationship between the relative position of the outer LlL regions and the amount of cold absorbing gas that lies beyond, i.e. that the amount of cold gas is high when the covering factor of the LlL region is high, and the LlL regions lie closer to the centre.
For the orientation-dependent model, a simple explanation for an increase in line EW as the viewing angle increases is if the line emission is anisotropic and beamed back towards the central ionizing source. If the LlL region is disc shaped, then the lines will be emitted preferentially along the plane of the disc, so that as the viewing angle increases, both the FWHM and EW (assuming the continuum to be relatively isotropic) would also increase, leading to the observed correlation.
Location of the elII] emission
The Cm] A1909 line is only emitted at relatively low densities [log(Ne) < 9.5 cm-3 ], yet it is generally very broad; indeed theC m] line tends to be broader than C IV A1549, e.g. in the B94 sample, the mean C m] to C IV A1549 FWHM ratio is 1.2. This suggests (1) that any C m] emission from the lLR is relatively weak (since this has low velocity); and (2) that it is emitted from regions closer to the black hole than CIV A1549.
Although Krolik et al. (1991) concluded that Cm] could not be emitted from the same region as other HILs, O'Brien et al. (1994) found that it was possible if they allowed for negative responsivity in the BLR (i.e. where the emissivity of a line decreases with increasing ionization parameter). They proposed that the ionization E. M. Puchnarewicz et al. parameter decreases with radius throughout the HIL region and that the inner parts (where the ionization parameter is high) are probably optically thin at the Lyman limit, permitting C ill] emission from the HIL region. If C ill] is emitted from the inner regions of the HIL region, this might explain why its FWHM is generally broader than that of C IV ;\1549, despite its lower state of ionization and its low critical density. No relationship has been found between the FWHM and EWof C ill]; neither was any found in the C ill] data of B94. This suggests that there is no intrinsic FWHM-EW relationship in the VBLR (i.e. similar to that which is inferred for the ILR). 5.6 FWIIM and the X-ray spectral slope
Balmer lines
A tendency for the H(3 line to be narrow when ax is soft has been seen in other samples of AGN (Puchnarewicz et al. 1992; Laor et al. 1994 Laor et al. , 1997 BBF) , yet none is seen in the RIXOS sample. However, the RIXOS AGN are probably absorbed in the opticall UV and soft X-rays, so that their H(3 lines may be significantly modified by dust absorption in many cases (Section 4.5.2). This would mean that their FWHM are no longer a reliable indicator of the intrinsic velocity of the broad Balmer line regions. The Ha line, which is stronger and less affected by dust than H(3, should provide a more accurate measurement of the velocity of the Balmer line regions in dust-absorbed AGN. Indeed we find that the FWHM of Ha does tend to be narrow when the X-ray spectrum is soft, and vice versa, i.e. in the same sense as that seen for H(3 in the unabsorbed AGN.
Thus the Ha FWHM-ax dependence in the RIXOS AGN seems to extend the relationship between Balmer line width and soft X-ray slope to much harder X-ray slopes (see Fig. 8c ), ax~O and possibly as low as ax = -2.0 (although only one data point falls below ax = 0, it does extrapolate from the distribution at softer ax)' However the underlying physical reason for the trends seen in the comparison samples may be different from that seen in the RIXOS AGN; the Puchnarewicz et al. (1992) and BBF samples are both dominated by AGN with very soft X-ray spectra while the Laor et al. objects are bright, PG quasars that have relatively strong UV excesses and a mean ax of ~ 1.6: these objects are expected to suffer little intrinsic absorption and their values of ax are thus more likely to reflect the intrinsic strength of the soft X -ray excess. In addition, their H(3 profiles should be relatively unobscured, so that the H(3 FWHM versus ax correlation suggests an intrinsic link between the soft X-ray component and the 'true' Balmer line velocity.
For the RIXOS AGN, we have argued that the range in ax reflects the degree of cold gas absorption (Paper I) and not the changing strength of the soft component. In other words, despite a change in the physical interpretation of the slope of the soft X-ray spectrum, the correlation between the soft X-ray slope and the velocity of the Balmer line regions appears to remain. Any plausible model for this relationship must incorporate this change.
UV lines
There are no correlations between the UV line FWHM and the soft X-ray slope. Since the C m] and Mg II lines are generally dominated by the broad component and strong enough, despite any absorption, to permit a reliable measurement of their FWHM, this probably reflects a 'real' lack of dependence. It suggests that the regions where Cm] and MgII dominate are different from those that emit the Balmer lines.
Orientation dependence
A dependence of Balmer line width on the X-ray spectral slope for the RIXOS AGN implies that the Balmer line-emitting regions 'know' the amount of cold gas that surrounds them. This may be either because the soft X-ray slope has a direct, physical influence on the Balmer line gas, or because the soft X-ray slope and Balmer line velocity both depend on a third parameter.
A 'third parameter' upon which Balmer line width and ax (or equivalently for the RIXOS AGN, the amount of absorption) may both depend, is the orientation of the nucleus itself to our line of sight. Previous studies have shown that the Balmer lines may be emitted from a flattened, possibly disc-shaped region. If it can be assumed that the Balmer line clouds are circulating in the disc and that the FWHM are dominated by their velocity along the line of sight, then the lines will be narrow when our line of sight is perpendicular to the disc (i.e. when the disc is seen face-on), and they will broaden as the viewing angle increases (the viewing angle is defined to be the angle between the line of sight and the axis of the disc). With regard to ax, in Paper I we showed that the cold gas and dust absorption may arise in the molecular torus which lies beyond the BLR. When our viewing angle to the molecular torus is small (i.e. more face-on), any nuclear soft X-ray emission will have a clear line of sight to the observer; as the viewing angle increases, more of the material of the torus will intervene, hardening ax. Therefore, if the Balmer line region lies in the same plane as the molecular torus, then as the viewing angle increases, the Balmer line FWHM will increase and ax will harden, producing the correlation observed (this is illustrated in Fig. 12) . A similar geometry was proposed by Baker (1997), who suggested that absorption by dust between the BLR and NLR is due to orientation dependence, and that this is the cause of the correlation between radio core dominance and optical luminosity in radio-loud AGN.
A continuation of this model to much softer AGN is possible if the strength of the unabsorbed soft X-ray component is also related to the viewing angle. This is possible for the accretion disc model, if the inner edge of the disc is puffed-up so that it is geometrically thick (e.g. Czemy & Elvis 1987; Madau 1988) . In this case the soft X-rays are emitted in a cone-shaped region along the axis of the disc so that the disc spectrum shifts to lower energies (and thus out of the soft X -ray band) as the viewing angle increases. Therefore if the disc is coplanar with the Balmer line regions and the © 1997 RAS, MNRAS 291, Properties of RlXOS molecular torus, then it is possible that the Balmer line FWHM versus ax correlation may continue from ultrasoft AGN to absorbed sources.
Dust absorption and the [0 lIIJ EW
The significance of orientation effects on quasar emission-line properties was studied by BG and Boroson (1992) , using a sample of 81 (mostly radio quiet) UV-excess objects from the Bright Quasar Survey (Schmidt & Green 1983) . It had already been suggested that the optical continuum in radio-loud quasars is intrinsically anisotropic; i.e. that it is brighter when the nucleus is viewed face-on (Browne & Wright 1985; Jackson et al. 1989; Baker 1997) . Studies of the permitted lines in radio-loud quasars have indicated that their line FWHM may also be orientation dependent, i.e. narrower when observed face-on (Miley & Miller 1979; Boroson & Oke 1984; Wills & Browne 1986) . Boroson (1992) tested the hypothesis that the optical continuum and line emission in radio-quiet quasars is similarly anisotropic by searching, at fixed L[Orn]' for a correlation between Hfj FWHM and [Om] EW (the latter will be angle dependent if L[Orn] is isotropic and the optical continuum is anisotropic). No correlation was found, and Boroson (1992) concluded that this type of orientation effect may not be significant in the general quasar population, or, at least, not in objects with UV excesses.
We are unable to perform a similar test with the RIXOS AGN, because of the effects of dust absorption; this modifies the observed strength of the nuclear optical continuum (which is supposed to indicate the inclination angle), and removes the broad Hfj component so that the Hfj FWHM can not be used to 'measure' the intrinsic Balmer line region velocity. Furthermore, the [Om] EW will itself be affected by dust absorption (Sections 3.2 and 5.3), so although we cannot reproduce the Boroson (1992) test, we are able to make a further test for the position of the absorbing medium using aopt and the [0 m] EW. If the dust does lie between the source of the optical continuum and the [0 m] region, then the [0 m] EW should increase as aopt softens. No dependence is seen, however (see Table   3 ), although since the optical continuum around 5000 A may contain significant emission from the host galaxy, the overall effect may be diluted. If instead we look at the dependence of the L[Ornl~OO ratio on aopt, (at 2500 A, any galactic emission is weak and the effects of dust absorption are greater), we do find a strong correlation (Pcorr = 98 per cent for objects where the rest-frame 2500-A flux has been measured directly, see Fig. 14;pcorr = 99 per cent when extrapolated values of ~oo are included). This is consistent with effects of dust absorption and suggests that the dust does indeed lie between the BLR and the NLR.
UV line emission
The C m] lines are often thought to be produced in the HIL region which, in the Krolik et al. (1991) and O'Brien et al. (1994) models, are roughly spherical. This means that their FWHM would not be expected to reflect any changes in viewing angle; if, for the RIXOS AGN, ax is an indicator of the viewing angle, then the lack of an FWHM-ax dependence in C m] is consistent with a spherical C m] region in the orientation-dependent model.
The lack of an FWHM -ax correlation for Mg II implies that this line may also be emitted from a spherical region (in the orientation model), rather than from a flattened, disc-like geometry, which has been suggested for other LILs. Also, the mean FWHM of Mg II is low relative to C m] (Section 3.3), indicating that it is emitted from E. M. Puchnarewicz et al. 14.0 .~ 13.5 ... regions that lie further out from the black hole than C m] (assuming that the cloud velocities reflect the gravitational potential of the black hole: see e.g. Krolik et al. 1991) .
We note that in the Wills et al. model where the HILs are emitted primarily from a paraxial flow, while a second, flattened emissionline region produces the LILs, an orientation dependence in the C m] and MgII emission would be seen. Since no such dependence is implied for the RIXOS AGN, this model is probably inappropriate for this sample.
Low intrinsic velocity
Rather than an orientation dependence, the observed emission-line FWHM may reflect intrinsic differences in the velocity of the lineemitting regions, for example the lines may be narrow because (a) the line region lies further out from the central black hole, and/or (b) the mass of the black hole is relatively small so that, if the cloud velocity is Keplerian in nature, the orbital velocities are low (see e.g. Laor et al. 1994 Laor et al. , 1997 BBF) . For unobscured AGN, where ax reflects the strength and/or the temperature of the soft X-ray component, this would imply a direct relationship between ax and FWHM, e.g. when ax is soft, the BLR may be physically pushed out or extended. Alternatively, the BLR may simply be 'litup' at greater distances due to a 'fine-tuning' of the necessary conditions (i.e. ionization parameter and density) for line emission (see e.g. Baldwin et al. 1996) .
These physical interpretations suggest that the Balmer line regions are responding directly to the shape of the soft X-ray spectrum. In this case, a correlation would only be seen if the observer saw the same spectrum as that 'seen' by the Balmer line clouds. However for the RIXOS AGN, if the absorption does occur beyond the BLR (as suggested here and in Paper I) then no correlation should be seen (since the intrinsic slope of the soft Xray spectrum is not known and ax now reflects the amount of absorption). Yet the Ha FWHM does appear to be dependent on ax, although the weakness of the formal correlation (Peorr = 91 per cent) may indicate that the relationship is beginning to break down as ax hardens. If a dependence of Ha FWHM on ax is confirmed to hard X-ray slopes, then it would imply (for these kinds of models) that the velocity of the outer BLR 'knows' the amount of absorbing gas that lies beyond.
The lack of FWHM -ax correlations for C m] and Mg II would suggest that ax has no effect on these line-emitting regions, while there is an observable difference to the broad Balmer line gas (whether this is direct or indirect). Thus any mechanism that operates on the broad Balmer line gas is probably not significant in the regions where C m] and Mg II are produced.
This has implications for the suitability of these kinds of models. Take, for example, the case where the high-velocity Balmer line gas might be removed when ax is soft (which leads to relatively narrow Balmer line emission); the mechanism that removes portions of the BLR must be able to destroy the gas very selectively, without also disturbing the C m]-and Mg II-producing regions. It is also unlikely that the BLR has been 'pushed-out' en masse, since both UV and Balmer line FWHM would then change in response to ax. However, it is possible that the Balmer line region has been extended leaving the inner regions unchanged; if the outer (low velocity) parts of the BLR dominate the Balmer line emission (see e.g. Rees et al. 1989) , then the Balmer line widths could vary independently of the UV line FWHM. In such a situation, it only remains then to explain why the outer BLR extends to much lower velocities when the level of cold gas and dust absorption is low (and vice versa).
BLR geometry and Mg II emission
The behaviour of the Mg II line appears to be quite contrary, especially in the context of the orientation-dependent model. Like the Balmer lines, its FWHM is correlated with its own EW, suggesting that its 'broad' component is emitted from the ILR region (Table 1 shows that 'very broad' components are also sometimes seen, and these are probably emitted from the VBLR, but they were disregarded when the correlations were made). However, the MgII FWHM shows no dependence on ax; for the orientation-dependent model, this suggests that its emission region must be different from that of the Balmer lines, e.g. it may have a spherical geometry, like Cm]. These two observed dependences are thus contradictory in the orientation model discussed here, i.e. the FWHM-EW correlation supports a flattened MgII region, whereas the lack of an FWHM-ax correlation favours a spherical zone.
If, instead, the observed FWHM distribution is not due to an angular dependence, some of these restrictions are relaxed. The Mg II line may be produced within an ILR which has an intrinsic FWHM-EW dependence, perhaps due to a low covering factor at large distancesllow velocities, and no anisotropic properties are required. The lack of an FWHM-a x correlation for MgII then implies that only the very outer, low-velocity regions of the ILR gas, where the Balmer lines are produced, would be affected by (or respond to) changes in ax. This would favour an extension of the outer BLR to lower velocities when ax is soft (and absorption is low) and a smaller radial extent of the BLR when ax is hard (i.e. the level of absorption is high).
CONCLUSIONS
Using the AGN identified by the RIXOS survey (Mason et al., in preparation) , we have investigated the optical and UV emission-line properties of 160 X-ray-selected Seyfert Is and quasars. Line luminosities, EWs and FWHM of each emission-line subsample have been compared with optica1!UV and X-ray continuum parameters (slopes and luminosities) and we have looked at the relationships between the lines themselves. 
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